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The goal is to work with Michael,
looking at ways to assist with his
mixed species fallow and moving to
wider row spacing.

Michael has taken an interest in
mixed species fallowing. He is also
moving to wider row spacing as part
of his farming plan. Mixed species
fallowing has been a interest point of
many growers in recent years, due to
the trials and demonstrations
conducted through Project Catalyst.
Many blocks are usually fallowed
with a sprayed out trash blanket, or a
single legume crop. A mixed species
fallow allows the interaction and
increased soil microbial biodiversity
on the fallow block. The mix is
sometimesrestricted by the seed that
is available at the time. Wet weather
often plays a part in when blocks can
be planted. Mossman Ag has a direct
drill legume planter that is hired out
to growers, this service works well
although often it is in high demand.

Calibrating the mixed species seed rate

Michael's mixed species fallow crop

Michael purchased a wavy disc
cultivator and a legume seed planter
box attachment, the planter box can
be attached to multiple implements
depending on the situation. Michael
has planter seed box behind the
wavy disc.
We spoke with Michael about options
for his his mixed species fallow in
2020. The seed availability was
limited this year as Cowpea was in
short supply, this is usally a standard
in a mix for Mossman and the Wet
Tropics. Michael was able to obtain
some Cowpea for his mix.

Michael determined his mixed
species preference, using
Cowpea, Soybean and
Sunflowers. On some blocks; his
process was to disc the paddock,
bedform/renovate and then his
planter box is attached behind his
wavy disc cultivator. He planted
about 5ha under this system.
Another 5ha was planted direct
drill using the Mossman Ag
planter, on different soil types.
He found to have better success
where he sprayed out the
previous cane crop before
planting. The Sunflower
germination was not as good as
expected. Overall the cover crop
has established well.

